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Abstract: A key problem in understanding the origin of life is to explain the mechanism(s) 
that led to the spontaneous assembly of molecular building blocks that ultimately resulted 
in the appearance of macromolecular structures as they are known in modern biochemistry 
today. An indispensable thermodynamic prerequisite for such a primordial anabolism is the 
mechanistic coupling to processes that supplied the free energy required. Here I review 
different sources of free energy and discuss the potential of each form having been 
involved in the very first anabolic reactions that were fundamental to increase molecular 
complexity and thus were essential for life. 
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1. Introduction 
How and where did life on Earth arise [1]? This is one of the top 25 unanswered big questions 
facing science that were selected in the 125th anniversary issue of Science in 2005 [2]. Moreover, in 
the first essay of a series celebrating the 150th anniversary of Charles Darwin’s famous publication 
“On the Origin of Species” [3], Zimmer termed it one of the biggest questions in all of biology [4]. The 
quest for a better understanding of the processes involved in the origin of life naturally depends on the 
ability to discriminate living from non-living things. Scientifically spoken, a generally accepted 
definition of life would be very desirable for categorizing observed phenomena in being alive or not. 
Unfortunately, at present not even this initial goal has entirely been attained [5], let alone all 
approaches aimed at explaining the enigmatic transition of inanimate matter to living structures. In my 
opinion, the most successful endeavor to define life is the NASA working definition originally put by 
Joyce which reads: “Life is a self-sustained chemical system capable of undergoing Darwinian 
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evolution” [6,7]. Szostak goes even a step further by stating that the origin of life and the origin of 
Darwinian evolution are essentially the same thing [4]. How difficult it is to define life can be seen 
easily by the substantially large number of further efforts to do so. On the basis of the compiled 
definitions and discussions during the 2001 meeting of the International Society for the History, 
Philosophy, and Social Studies of Biology, the following definition of life was composed: “Life is a 
succession of energy-producing electro-chemical processes by a naturally occurring, simple or 
complex organism composed of a combination of molecules, each consisting of systematically 
arranged carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms, and a few other elements, forming cells, which 
consume 'food' and produce 'waste', both consisting of solid, aqueous, and gaseous matter; the process 
is called metabolism; the organism is capable of living within the environment without dependency on 
any other organism; energy use is manifest by growth with size limits for most; self-healing; possibly 
movement; self-replication with each offspring slightly different; irritability; capable of modifying 
their living environment, both beneficially and detrimentally; with eventual termination of energy 
production, or death. Exceptions are egg, sperm, spore, seed, and virus, which do not consume food 
and produce waste; the first four are replication structures, and the fifth has premature life-terminating 
capabilities” [8]. For a definition this is an enormously long phrase and in order to avoid counter-
examples, this definition introduces exceptions from the rules it describes. In fact, the existence of 
counter-examples is a problem common to almost all attempts to define life. For instance, properties 
such as movement, growth, replication or Darwinian evolution are often part of definitions of life. Yet 
a cloud is able to move, a cactus is not. An avalanche is growing, elder humans do not. A crystal or a 
fire may replicate, a worker ant or bee does not. Even the property to evolve is not specific to life since 
certain macromolecules are capable of undergoing Darwinian evolution as well [9]. Two vintage 
quotations related to the question “What is life?” impressively demonstrate the dilemma mentioned. In 
the beginning of chapter 14 of his book “What is Life” Haldane writes: “I am not going to answer this 
question. In fact, I doubt if it will ever be possible to give a full answer” [10]. Similarly, Eigen 
recognizes the difficulty by stating: “Not only is this a difficult question; perhaps it is not even the 
right question” [11]. Indeed, more recently Cleland and Chyba argue that the controversy on life’s 
definition is inescapably as long as we lack a general theory of the nature of living systems [5]. Even 
worse, Schulze-Makuch and Irvin take into consideration that any rigid distinction between life and 
non-life is a matter of subjective judgment [12]. Koshland circumvents the problem by describing 
fundamental pillars on which life is based, essential principles by which a living system operates. In 
his essay “The Seven Pillars of Life” he summarizes them by the terms program, improvisation, 
compartmentalization, energy, regeneration, adaptability, and seclusion (abbreviated as PICERAS) 
[13]. To my mind, with respect to the origin of life energy is the most important pillar of his brilliant 
essay and consequently biological energy conversion plays a major role in life. 
In 1944 Schrödinger published his famous book “What is Life”, in which he points out that life is 
avoiding the rapid decay into the inert state of equilibrium and that it is continually drawing negative 
entropy from its environment [14]. Although the term negative entropy or negentropy [15] created 
some confusion and his description is far from being a definition of life, Schrödinger already 
recognizes a very important basic principle that, with only a few exceptions, is unique to all things that 
are alive. Life is capable to create order and complexity, the opposite of entropy, by feeding on a 
suitable kind of free energy. In terms of biochemistry, the continuous supply of free energy is essential Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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for anabolism, which is defined as the processes in metabolism that result in the synthesis of cellular 
components from precursors of low molecular weight [16]. Reactions that build up complex molecules 
from smaller building blocks are fundamental to every living being. As a consequence, the utilization 
of free energy, vitally important for every anabolic reaction, is essential for the origin of life as well.  
In this contribution I strictly differentiate between the terms “primordial chemistry” and “primordial 
anabolism” as two consecutive achievements in the course of prebiotic evolution. I refer to primordial 
chemistry as the reactions leading to the synthesis of molecular building blocks as it was demonstrated 
for the first time by the Miller-Urey-Experiment, where amino acids were synthesized from less 
complex gaseous molecules that were believed to constitute early Earth’s atmosphere [17]. Unlike 
primordial chemistry as the chemical pathways resulting in small and simple molecular building 
blocks, I define primordial anabolism as the processes involved in the consecutive attachment of those 
building blocks resulting in a more complex and much larger macromolecular structure. As it will turn 
out, there is a fundamental difference between those two concepts. Primordial chemistry  
(i) takes place spontaneously provided the presence of precursors and sufficient energy,  
(ii) is not hampered by energies high enough to be destructive for biological macromolecules and 
(iii) does not require any coupling to a suitable source of free energy.  
The reaction products with comparably low molecular weight of primordial chemistry are certainly 
more robust than the macromolecules produced by primordial anabolism. The Miller-Urey-like 
synthesis of building blocks seems to occur without any guidance as if it was an intrinsic property of 
matter itself comparable with charge or mass. The physical properties of the known atoms and the laws 
of chemical bonding governing the building of molecules seem to imply that among others 
biochemical building blocks are favored compounds that form autonomously provided a sufficient 
amount of energy is available. On the contrary, all this does not hold true for primordial anabolism 
which is already somewhat advanced and more fragile. In general, anabolism depends on a coordinated 
coupling to a required form of free energy which in contemporary biochemistry is assured by high 
energy compounds such as ATP or other nucleosidetriphosphates and the substrate specificity of 
enzymes catalyzing anabolic polymerization reactions. The existence of primordial anabolism is also a 
prerequisite for information to come into play. Biological macromolecules are capable of storing 
information in the form of the sequential order of their building blocks, an important requirement for 
inheritance and thus Darwinian evolution as well [3]. Primordial anabolism was certainly an important 
step during the origin of life. Perhaps the emergence of primordial anabolism in the described sense 
and the origin of life were even identical events. 
2. Energy 
The etymological source of the word energy is the Greek word energeia (ἐνέργεια) which goes back 
to the philosophy of Aristotle [18] and means activity or being at work. Everybody intuitively has an 
idea about the nature of energy. Energy seems to be the entity needed to make things happen. It seems 
to be a kind of cause for the events that occur, an ingredient that brings about everything we can 
observe. Although discussed controversially [19], the classic textbook definition of energy in the field 
of physics is “the ability to do work” [20,21]. Energy has the same unit of measurement as work. Both 
physical quantities can be measured by the SI unit joule which, expressed in SI base units, corresponds 
to kg·m
2·s
-2. Richard Feynman stated: “There is a fact, or if you wish, a law governing all natural Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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phenomena that are known to date. There is no known exception to this law – it is exact so far as we 
know. The law is called the conservation of energy” [22]. Energy obeys the fundamental physical law 
of conservation. In an isolated or closed system, energy can neither be created nor destroyed [23]. The 
first law of thermodynamics is an expression of this more universal physical law. Energy exists in 
several different forms. Although energy can be transformed or converted from one form into another 
one, in a closed system the total amount of energy always remains the same. 
Thermodynamics describes the total internal energy of a system by the sum of “useless energy” and 
“useful energy”. In this context, “thermodynamic free energy” or in short “free energy” is the amount 
of internal energy that can be extracted from a system to do work. There is always “useless energy”, 
energy that cannot be extracted for work and which is lost in the form of heat. Two definitions of free 
energy, Gibbs free energy and Helmholtz free energy, are commonly in use. Whereas Gibbs free 
energy is defined under the assumption of constant pressure p and constant temperature T, Helmholtz 
free energy takes also into account the work done by p dV. Physically they are related by the following 
equations: 
G = U –TS + PV 
F = U – TS 
H = U + PV 
where G is the Gibbs free energy, U is the internal energy, T is the absolute temperature, S is the 
entropy, P is the absolute pressure, V is the volume, F is the Helmholtz free energy, and H is the 
enthalpy  [24]. 
Free energy is the amount of energy that can be used to do work. Consequently, as an energy 
consuming process, anabolism depends on free energy as its driving force. Anabolism can be 
understood as a process of energy conversion where free energy is used to assemble preexisting 
molecular building blocks resulting in both the energy of newly formed high energy bonds and an 
increase in complexity and order, the latter being physically equivalent to the decrease of the system’s 
entropy [25]. Lehninger describes this essential feature of living organisms in his biochemistry 
textbook as “systems for extracting, transforming, and using energy from the environment, enabling 
organisms to build and maintain their intricate structures and to do mechanical, chemical, osmotic, and 
electrical work. This counteracts the tendency of all matter to decay toward a more disordered state, to 
come to equilibrium with its surroundings” [26]. Although some authors feel it is erroneous to refer to 
Schrödinger’s negentropy mentioned above as free energy, Schrödinger himself explains in a footnote 
of “What is Life” that by negative entropy he indeed means free energy [27]. The following paragraphs 
deal with different forms of energy, their respective roles in present day biochemistry as well as their 
potential to drive prebiotic chemistry eventually leading to the origin of life. Nuclear, atomic, 
gravitational, and relativistic energy are never discussed in the context of biological energy conversion 
and thus are also not included in this contribution as candidate energy sources for primordial 
anabolism. 
3. Mechanical Energy 
As the name suggests, mechanical energy is an energy form from the field of classical mechanics. 
Mechanical energy can be divided in potential energy and kinetic energy. Relative to a frame of Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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reference, potential energy is defined as a function of the position and kinetic energy as a function of 
the movement of a classical object having mass. Some textbooks also group all further forms of energy 
into those two categories of energy with different notions of length scale. 
Classical mechanics play an important role in biology. For instance, mechanical forces and 
mechanical work are involved in biochemical processes. It is known that cells can sense mechanical 
forces by switching the conformation of specialized proteins involved in signal transduction [28]. 
Energy provided by ATP/GTP hydrolysis or ion gradients across membranes can be converted to 
mechanical work as has been shown by the rotation of the bacterial flagellum [29] and the rotation of 
ATP-synthase [30] or by the movement of the multitude of further biochemical motor proteins [31] 
such as myosin in muscle contraction [32]. In contrast, neither kinetic nor potential energy as defined 
in classical mechanics is utilized by any known biological system as an energy source, let alone   
for anabolism. 
A recent theory on prebiotic evolution developed by Hansma and designated the mica hypothesis 
[33,34] assumes that “Life may have originated between mica sheets, which would have provided 
many many confined spaces with surprising similarities to cells” [34]. The author also describes an 
energy source capable of rearranging molecules and the bonds between them forming biomolecules. 
According to her theory, mechanical energy from the movement of mica sheets as a response to ocean 
currents and temperature changes could provide the energy for the processes she assignes to the field 
of mechanochemistry. If true, the mechanochemical reactions proposed by Hansma certainly produce 
biochemical building blocks, possibly they also include condensation reactions as a part of   
primordial anabolism. 
The environmental conditions on Earth today are comparably calm and bio-friendly. However, 
during the early days about 3.9 billion years ago and about 700 million years after the planets of our 
solar system had formed things were very different. At that time a cataclysmic spike in the cratering 
rate occurred as can be deduced from observations of the moon today [35,36]. This event is referred to 
as late heavy bombardment or lunar cataclysm and was characterized by a peak in the lunar impact rate 
by comets and asteroids that was about 100 times heavier than anything immediately before or after 
[37]. It is obvious that during the late heavy bombardment the early Earth was also subjected to 
massive impacts. Huge amounts of kinetic energy were stored in the projectiles when they were on 
their way towards their target Earth. At a constant velocity, the kinetic energy E of an asteroid is 
defined as: 
E = ½ mv
2 
where m is the mass, and v is the velocity. 
Due to the considerably high velocities and notable masses involved, those impacts are 
accompanied by the absorption of tremendous quantities of kinetic energy. Even today, although 
fortunately with a much lower probability, cosmic impacts can in principle transfer energies sufficient 
enough to result in a global catastrophe and therefore still represent a permanent and serious danger for 
humankind [38,39]. The most popular example of such an event is the asteroid impact 65 million years 
ago which is believed to be the cause of the mass extinction at the Cretaceous/Tertiary boundary that 
ultimately led to the dying out of the dinosaurs [40]. More recently, the collision of comet Shoemaker-
Levy 9 on Jupiter in 1994 impressively demonstrated the persistent danger from cometary impacts Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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even today [41]. Beyond all question, impacts are hostile events and, provided that life has already 
come into existence before that as some authors suppose [42-44], the late heavy bombardment is 
assumed being a sterilizing period wiping out all such life forms, at least on the surface of the early 
Earth [45,46].  
Rather than powering any kind of primordial anabolism, the kinetic energy delivered by impacts on 
early Earth, especially during the late heavy bombardment, surely destroyed any complex 
macromolecule that had possibly been already generated during the origin of life. Besides those 
deleterious effects on macromolecules, the impact energies could also have been favorable for 
primordial chemistry to take place. There is evidence that this kind of energy triggered the origin of the 
building blocks themselves in a manner similar to the one demonstrated by the Miller-Urey-
Experiment [17]. Already in 1963, Gilvarry and Hochstim proposed that besides the classical energy 
sources of Miller-Urey-Experiments UV-irradiation from the Sun and lightning discharges in the 
atmosphere, in addition, the kinetic energy of meteorites when transformed to other energy forms 
during an impact could significantly contribute to the synthesis of organics [47]. Chyba and Sagan 
later reviewed the sources of organic molecules as the starting material for the origin of life [48]. They 
concluded that organics were delivered by extraterrestrial objects, synthesized by energy sources such 
as UV-light or electrical discharges, but also at comparable amounts synthesized via the energy 
derived from impact shocks. During this process, the impactor’s kinetic energy is converted into 
atmospheric shock heating resulting in the Miller-Urey-like synthesis of organic molecules such as 
amino acids. This mechanism has by now also been proved by laboratory experiments [49,50]. Even 
for hypervelocity impacts into ice as they took place on Jupiter’s moon Europa, energy conversions 
resulting in organic synthesis have been shown experimentally [51,52]. 
Impacts were possibly additionally involved in the origin of life by creating cracks and 
subsequently hydrothermal systems that might have been excellent incubators for prebiotic chemistry 
[53 54]. When absorbed by the impact crater the kinetic energy leads to a thermal anomaly generating 
a hydrothermal system. Such an environment could have provided conditions for the de novo synthesis 
of a diversity of organic compounds. 
4. Electromagnetic Radiation 
Electromagnetic radiation consists of a propagating wave of electric and magnetic fields. It can be 
described by the electromagnetic wave equation derived from Maxwell’s equations [55]. Depending 
on the wavelength in ascending order, it can be classified into radio waves, microwaves, infrared 
radiation, visible light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays, and gamma rays. In a vacuum, electromagnetic 
radiation, regardless of what kind, propagates at the same constant velocity c, the speed of light [55]. 
According to the wave-particle duality electromagnetic radiation carries quantized energy in the form 
of photons [56]. The energy E carried by a photon is proportional to the radiation’s frequency and is 
given by  
E = hν 
where h is Planck’s constant and ν the frequency of the radiation [57]. 
Light from the Sun in the visible spectrum is the main natural source of electromagnetic radiation 
on Earth and absorbing photons from the Sun’s radiation is the major primary resource of free energy 
for biological processes on Earth today. Since Earth’s atmosphere is not transparent for gamma rays Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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and ultraviolet rays [58], visible light is the window of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum with the 
highest frequency and thus the highest energy of individual photons that can reach the Earth’s surface. 
Even on primitive Earth visible light at wavelengths between 400 and 800 nm provided 70 mW·cm
-2 
which was by far more energy than electromagnetic radiation of all other wavelengths could deliver 
[59], and light energy was presumably also the most abundant source of energy on the prebiotic Earth 
[60]. An organism’s ability to transform the energy of photons from the Sun into biochemical energy 
in form of ATP is called phototrophy. If concomitantly CO2 is reduced to form biomass this kind of 
phototrophy is termed photosynthesis [61]. The importance of photosynthesis to biology in general is 
impressively demonstrated by the notion “big bang of evolution” when its origin is mentioned [62]. 
The most abundant electron donor for photosynthesis is water and during this so called oxygenic 
photosynthesis the majority of atmospheric oxygen is produced [63]. In general, phototrophic 
organisms absorb photons of visible light from the Sun at many different wavelengths [64].  
Even in the absence of sunlight photosynthesis seems to be possible by absorbing geothermal light 
[65]. Geothermal light peaks in the infrared and is the black body radiation emitted from the heated 
rocks of hydrothermal vents and from their surrounding hot water [66]. Radiation consisting of 
frequencies higher than visible light is also discussed to play a role as an energy source. In a process 
called radiogenic metabolism, ionizing radiation such as 
60Co gamma rays are hypothesized to promote 
metabolic reactions [67,68]. In a recent report, melanin pigments were described to change their 
electronic properties and melanized fungal cells manifested increased growth after exposure to 
188Re 
induced ionizing radiation. The authors assume that melanotic organisms may harness radioactive 
radiation for metabolic energy [69].  
There is no common consensus on whether phototrophic processes were at work during the origin 
of life. Some authors assume that photosynthesis could have played a role in providing free energy for 
the fixation of nitrogen and CO2 already at the very beginning [59,70,71] and others state that the use 
of light energy to drive biological reactions is almost as old as life itself [72]. Phylogenetic studies date 
the origin of phototrophy between 3.2 and 3.6 billion years ago with the last common ancestor and 
thus the origin of life more than 4.1 billion years ago [73]. Oxygenic photosynthesis is reported to be 
about 2.5 billion years old [74-76] which is consistent with the early rise in atmospheric oxygen 
concentration about 2.3 billion years ago [77,78]. Although discussed controversially [79,80], also 
much older times for its origin are reported. Des Marais concludes that oxygenic photosynthesis arose 
earlier than 2.8 billion years ago [81] and Schopf deduces from microfossil evidence that it was even 
3.5 billion years ago [82,83]. Whatsoever, evolution took in the range of billions of years for its 
invention. This dramatically demonstrates the difficulty and the complexity of this sophisticated 
mechanism. Although photosynthesis is the most important process of energy conversion in 
contemporary biochemistry, the molecules involved even in the most primitive phototrophy today are 
much too complex for having been involved in energy transduction during the early steps of life’s 
origin. Bacteriorhodopsin, with only 247 amino acid residues, is by far the most simple modern 
macromolecule capable of performing energy transformations fueled by photons [26,84]. However, 
even the probability of the spontaneous assembly of a protein consisting of only 247 amino acids 
during the beginning of life is almost zero let alone the fact that in addition pigments and a cell 
membrane are required for its proper function. If primitive phototrophic processes were at work to 
power the origin of life, those processes can only have been based on very simple isolated pigments Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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and they were certainly anoxygenic. Due to its complexity, phototrophy, at least in all embodiments 
presently known, was not suitable to provide a source of free energy for primordial anabolism. 
5. Chemical Energy 
In the course of certain chemical reactions, huge amounts of free energy can be released. This 
change of free energy ΔG is expressed by the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation: 
ΔG = ΔH – TΔS 
where G is the Gibbs free energy, H is the enthalpy, T is the absolute temperature, and S is the entropy. 
This equation characterizes the two driving forces of chemical reactions, namely the tendency to 
achieve a more stable bonding state as expressed by ΔH and the tendency to achieve a higher degree of 
randomness as expressed by ΔS. Under standard conditions, the change in free energy is directly 
related to the equilibrium constant by: 
ΔG° = - RT ln(Keq) 
where  ΔG° is the change in standard Gibbs free energy, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute 
temperature, and Keq = [products]/[substrates] is the equilibrium constant. 
ΔG° is a characteristic constant associated to a given chemical reaction. A notable negative ΔG° 
implies that the products contain much less free energy than the substrates and that under standard 
conditions the reaction proceeds forward. Such reactions are termed exergonic. The free energy 
released by an exergonic reaction may be used to perform work or enable an unfavorable reaction 
(ΔG° positive) to proceed. In contemporary metabolism catabolic pathways deliver chemical energy in 
the form of the high energy compounds, mainly ATP, NADPH and NADH, which are used in anabolic 
pathways to convert small precursors into macromolecules [26]. A prerequisite for such processes is 
the coupling of two reactions, one delivering the free energy and a second one directly or indirectly 
involved in anabolism. For instance, the hydrolysis of ATP is accompanied by the release of free 
energy that is only useful for anabolism if the reaction is coupled to an anabolic one like the synthesis 
of aminoacyl-tRNAs in order to form proteins from amino acids or the synthesis of 
desoxynucleosidetriphosphates for the polymerization of DNA. In general, the use of chemical energy 
for anabolism is characterized by the coupling to reactions converting high energy compounds into 
molecules containing less free energy i.e. reactions characterized by a notably negative ΔG°.  
Today the main high energy compounds that fuel catabolism obtain their energy directly or 
indirectly from photosynthesis [62]. In aerobic respiration these compounds release their free energy 
via oxidation by heterotrophic organisms and molecular oxygen as the electron acceptor is reduced to 
water [85]. Alternatively, the photosynthetic energy stored in the nutrients can be utilized 
anaerobically by fermentation, a process where instead of oxygen an endogenous organic compound is 
used as the electron acceptor [86]. However, some microorganisms, especially extremophiles, are 
capable of using chemical energy independently from both photosynthesis and aerobic respiration. 
Such processes, where ATP is generated via the respiratory chain in the absence of oxygen, are termed 
anaerobic respiration [87]. Some examples are special kinds of sulfur respiration and denitrification 
where molecular hydrogen and reduced sulfur compounds serve as electron donors while CO2, 
oxidized sulfur compounds, and NO3
- serve as electron acceptors [88]. Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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Two main theories have emerged for the origin and early evolution of life based on heterotrophic 
versus chemoautotrophic metabolisms [89]. According to the heterotrophic theory molecular building 
blocks such as amino acids were continuously produced by primordial chemistry resulting in an 
organic soup from which primordial anabolism and life arose [90]. As the source of free energy, 
simple fermentations i.e. oxidations of preexisting reduced organic compounds are suggested [91]. 
However, to assemble these building blocks condensation reactions are needed. In liquid water these 
reactions are counteracted by the water’s mass effect which tends to prevent the accumulation of 
polycondensation products or polycondensation agents due to hydrolysis [92]. In contrast to the 
heterotrophic theory, the autotrophic theory proposes processes involving only low molecular 
primitive compounds without the need of preexisting building blocks [93,94]. For the autotrophic 
origin of life an elegant model including a suitable energy source was developed. According to 
Wächtershäuser’s iron-sulfur world hypothesis the formation of pyrite from ferrous ions and H2S is 
assumed to power all reducing anabolic reactions [95]. In an autocatalytic manner, carbon-fixation 
takes place by redox pathways. Catalyzed by transition metals, the reactions are driven by the free 
energy of inorganic starting materials, more precisely by the chemical potential of non-equilibrium 
volcanic exhalations [96]. Iron-sulfur clusters are probably a relic of the iron-sulfur world [97]. They 
are found in all life forms and are common to the most ancient components of living matter [98]. Some 
aspects of the iron-sulfur world hypothesis have already been confirmed experimentally [99-102]. 
As a matter of fact, if chemical energy is considered to be the only source of free energy in the 
origin of life, a continuous delivery of high energy compounds is required to maintain primordial 
anabolism as a premise for life. Life is anything but equilibrium [14,103]. Many molecules are 
discussed to be candidate high energy compounds driving primordial anabolism and most of them still 
play a role in contemporary metabolism. Phosphate esters and anhydrides dominate the living world 
[104], and ATP is the most important energy currency in biochemistry today [105]. Studies dealing 
with pyrophosphate-dependent phosphofructokinases that contain a latent ATP-binding site as a form 
of a molecular relic indicate that ATP itself or a closely related nucleotide could also have been the 
original high energy compound in the primeval Earth [106]. Pyrophosphate is part of the ATP 
molecule and all other nucleotides. It contains the high energy phosphoanhydride bond characteristic 
for all nucleosidetriphosphates. Pyrophosphate is produced in all reactions where ATP is degraded to 
AMP and its concomitant hydrolysis catalyzed by pyrophosphatases yielding two inorganic phosphates 
considerably contributes to drive those reactions [107]. Even the ability of pyrophosphate to replace 
ATP as the energy currency today is described in plants [108,109]. Pyrophosphate can also be detected 
in minerals termed canaphites [110]. Consequently, pyrophosphate was hypothesized to be a candidate 
primordial high energy compound in a scenario described as the PPi world [111-113]. Further 
candidate high energy compounds are thioesters such as Acetyl-CoA which is a central molecule of 
present metabolism [114]. Almost all metabolites can be degraded to Acetyl-CoA, and Acetyl-CoA 
itself is the building block of many biochemical structures such as fatty acids, cholesterol, and certain 
amino acids. The energy content of the thioester bond is sufficient to drive anabolic reactions and thus 
may have been involved in primordial anabolism as well. This theory was developed by De Duve and 
is commonly known as the thioester world hypothesis [115]. Further high-energy compounds suitable 
as a donor of free energy for primordial anabolism are glycine or other aminoacids [116], 
glyceraldehyde [117] or acetyl phosphate [118]. Formaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide are relatively Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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stable, and at the same time their reactivity is high [119]. Although not being particularly high energy 
compounds they are considered to be key reactants in simulations of prebiotic chemical pathways [60]. 
Formaldehyde is described to be a precursor of sugars [120], and both amino acids and nucleic acid 
bases can be built from concentrated solutions of hydrogen cyanide [121-124]. 
6. Electrical Energy 
Electrical energy is a form of potential energy generated by charge separation. If an electric current 
flows through a conductor, the electric energy E released can be quantified by: 
E = UIt 
where U is the voltage, I is the current, and t is the time. 
With regard to electric energy in living systems the electric eel Electrophorus electricus, capable of 
generating voltages up to 500 V and currents of 1 A, is probably the most prominent example [125]. In 
biology considerable differences in ion concentrations are generated at many lipid membrane systems. 
This is a way to store energy by both an electrical potential consisting of the difference in charge and a 
chemical potential consisting of the difference in ion concentration. At the inner mitochondrial 
membrane as well as the thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts protons are pumped across the 
membrane and thereby establishing a pH gradient. This proton motive force stores the energy 
generated by respiration or photosynthesis [126]. The proton motive force in turn drives ATP synthesis 
catalyzed by ATP-synthase via a proton current directed backwards [30,127]. Beside the proton motive 
force there are further crucial ion gradients localized at membrane structures. Calcium gradients at the 
cell membrane and the sarcoplasmic reticulum are essential for triggering muscle contraction by 
suddenly releasing calcium into the cytoplasm along a decline in concentration when depolarization of 
a muscle cell occurs [128]. In addition, calcium influx driven by a calcium gradient plays an important 
role in cell signaling and thus calcium is described to act as second messenger in many cell types 
[129]. In general, the intracellular potassium concentration is much higher than the one outside the cell 
whereas the opposite is true for the sodium concentration. This concentration gradient is maintained by 
the ATP driven Na/K-ATPase [130] and is central for many cellular processes such as action potentials 
in neurons [131] or secondary active transport e. g. of glucose in the intestine and kidneys [132]. 
Energy storage in the form of a proton gradient as present in modern mitochondria is also 
hypothesized in a prebiotic context, and experiments show that some of the energy released by the 
exergonic conversion of micelles to vesicles can be stored into a transmembrane pH gradient [133]. 
Electric energy in the form of lightning and coronal discharges is believed to have provided energy for 
prebiotic organic synthesis on the early Earth [134,135]. This kind of energy is one of the energy 
forms used in the classical Miller-Urey experiment [17] which was reproduced several times, even by 
Miller himself [136]. Recent reanalyses of vials of his experiments using state of the art technology 
demonstrate that Miller synthesized 22 amino acids under conditions combining steam with electrical 
energy which supports spark discharge synthesis of organics by lightning in a steam-rich volcanic 
eruption [137]. Without any doubt electric energy in the form of lightning was important in prebiotic 
chemistry. On the other hand, it destroys large macromolecular polymers rather than synthesizing them 
as is shown by the severe injuries that can be caused by lightning [138,139]. Thus, this kind of electric 
energy can not have acted as a driving force for primordial anabolism. Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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7. Thermal Energy 
The thermal energy of a system is proportional to its temperature. It is the sum of the system’s 
sensible heat and latent heat. Thermal energy can be converted to external work. This is the working 
principle of a heat engine where heat is transferred from a hot source to a cold sink and thereby some 
of it is converted into work or free energy. Consequently, a prerequisite to gain free energy from 
thermal energy is the presence of a suitable temperature gradient.  
According to most textbooks, thermal energy is not utilized by contemporary biochemistry as the 
following passage illustrates: “Differences in temperature often exist between the internal and external 
environments of cells; however, cells generally cannot harness these heat differentials to do work. 
Even in warm-blooded animals that have evolved a mechanism for thermoregulation, the kinetic 
energy of molecules is used chiefly to maintain constant organismic temperatures” [140]. On the other 
hand, there are reports where even in biology thermal energy is considered as the source of free 
energy. The possibility of “Carnot creatures” capable of thriving on thermal gradients was even 
described in Nature’s column Daedalus [141]. The Carnot cycle is the most efficient thermodynamic 
cycle to convert thermal energy to perform external work [142]. Specialized organisms must have 
evolved to use the rich source of energy provided by black smokers, the argument goes. Matsuno states 
that actomyosin functions as a heat engine that is able to maintain a constant velocity due to quantum 
mechanical coherence and entanglement [143]. Interestingly enough, during the 18
th century, before 
the true biochemistry of muscle contraction was settled, it was indeed assumed that the mechanism of 
muscle contraction was based on the working principle of a heat engine [144]. In a more recent paper, 
Matsuno stated that molecular organizations leading to the origin of the phenomenon of life might 
have been associated with the emergence of a quantum coherence embodied in a robust heat engine 
feeding on quantum decoherence [145]. 
If at all, thermal energy at most plays a minor role in energy conversion of current biology. 
Nevertheless, during the origin of life it could have been much more important or even essential. 
Muller proposes pF1, a progenitor of modern ATP-synthase, which is driven by thermal cycling by a 
process he designates as thermosynthesis [146-148]. Muller postulates a thermally-induced binding 
change mechanism for pF1 ATP-synthase. During a thermal cycle the enzyme loosely binds ADP and 
phosphate at a low temperature, folds, converts these substrates to tightly bound ATP, and releases this 
tightly bound ATP at a high temperature by unfolding. In principle, a molecule like pF1 can condense 
any two substrates e.g. two amino acids and thus by definition converts free energy for primordial 
anabolism. pF1 not necessarily has to be a large molecule. For its proper function, it is sufficient to 
bind its substrates and adopt open and closed conformations. The smallest enzyme occurring naturally, 
4-oxalocrotonate tautomerase, consists of about 60 amino acids [149], and the hammerhead ribozyme 
as the smallest natural RNA catalyst consists of only 30 nucleotides [150]. Much smaller peptide or 
RNA catalysts have been constructed in vitro shrinking the size of the smallest peptide catalyst to 29 
amino acids [151] and the size of the smallest ribozyme to only five nucleotides [152]. Even the single 
amino acid proline is described acting as an enzyme [153]. Hence, it is conceivable that the assembly 
of the proposed pF1 catalyst can have happened solely by chance events. Possible candidate pF1 
molecules are the proteinoids experimentally discovered by Fox [154]. Interestingly, the synthesis of 
those proteinoids themselves from amino acids is achieved by heating and drying and thus is also Int. J. Mol. Sci. 2009, 10                 
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driven by thermal energy. Muller did not only propose pF1 but also progenitors of the photosynthetic 
machinery. According to him these progenitors worked as heat engines by thermotropic phase 
transitions in an asymmetric biomembrane during thermal cycling [155]. With respect to 
thermosynthesis unfortunately no experimental approaches are currently described in literature.  
8. Conclusions 
The nature of the free energy sources that have driven the earliest anabolic reactions remain a 
matter of speculation. Whereas a coupling mechanism is not necessary for the generation of molecular 
building blocks in primordial chemistry as demonstrated in Miller-Urey experiments, there is the need 
to couple primordial anabolic and thus endergonic polymerization reactions to either exergonic 
reactions utilizing a high energy compound or somehow directly to a suitable source of free energy. In 
addition, all mechanisms involved in primordial anabolism must be extremely simple so that their 
origin can be solely explained by chance events having taken place with acceptable probabilities. 
Because of its high degree of complexity, energy conversion as realized in contemporary biochemistry 
can certainly be excluded from having been at work during the earliest days of life. Currently, the most 
simple and most efficient mechanism to drive primordial anabolism is the reaction pathway described 
by Wächtershäuser’s iron-sulfur world hypothesis. Although the efficiency of thermosynthesis as 
proposed by Muller is rather low, its relative simplicity makes it an attractive alternative candidate. 
Whereas a huge amount of experimental data with respect to primordial chemistry is available, the 
experimental work to shed light on primordial anabolism is still in its infancy and thus a challenge for 
future origin of life research. 
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